PSQ Judges Forum:
Sunday 18 November 2018. 9.00AM to 4.00PM. Room 3.
Chermside Library, 375 Hamilton Rd, Chermside QLD 4032
This is the second forum for PSQ Judges for 2018. Following feedback from the last Forum, the
presentations will focus on encouraging Judges to recognise the importance of conceptual and
contemporary photography as an artistic expression in the photographic medium.
And in the afternoon forum, some points for discussion:
• Are two forums a year too many? This is the only time that there is a chance for free
discussion between all of the panel.
• Feedback from the club competition secretaries. What do they think of our standards?
What can we do to work to their requirements?
• Feedback from some of the clubs that is not positive. Should we send out a “Request for
Judging” form that will ask the clubs to precisely state their requirements so that we are
not working with ambiguous requirements from them?
This may help reduce problems and negative feedback.
Copying to Photoshop.
In a recent discussion the subject of opening and copying the image into Photoshop to enable
the judge to be able to give feedback. The image should not be kept, but simply closed without
saving. What is the general feeling on this? Could we get discussion (both for and against) for
publication in the next newsletter.
Monitor Calibration: Appendix 1. Page 4.
Has your monitor been calibrated? This is also a subject we would like further comment on. A
document with further discussion of this issue from Bob Britcher is appended.
Staying ahead of the Pack: Appendix 2. Please consider the proposal attached. Page 6.

PROGRAM:
9.00 AM
9.15 AM

John Blessas
Lisa Kurtz

10.15 AM
10.45 AM

Morning Tea
Kris Anderson

11.45 AM
12.45 PM
1.30 PM
2.30 PM
4.00 PM

Lisa Kurtz
Lunch
Peter Mitchson
Open Forum
Close

Welcome
Conceptual, contemporary, abstract and lineal art in
photography
Creativity, Communication and Innovation – judging
with an open mind
One Billion Photographers…
Photography and the law

COST:
Lunch will be provided at $10.00 please bring cash as there are no credit card or eftpos facilities
available. Tea and coffee will be available during the meeting.
In the interests of courtesy to our speakers, would you please arrive at least 8.30AM so that
lunch payments do not delay the commencement of proceedings.

RSVP:
For catering purposes, please RSVP no later than Thursday, 15 November. Email Elizabeth,
ekodela@bigpond.net.au

GUEST SPEAKERS:
Lisa Kurtz:

Lisa Kurtz is a passionate street and conceptual photographer, and a founding member of VERGE
Collective. A graduate of Griffith University's Queensland College of Art, Lisa was a finalist in this year's
CLIP Landscape Award and the Hutchins Australian Contemporary Art Prize.
She works in still and moving images, and most recently has incorporated performance art into her
work. Lisa enjoys working with camera clubs and has been a mentor and judge at a number of clubs in
SE Qld.
She likes to keep her finger on the pulse of contemporary photography and this year has put together a
number of presentations that address the current state of the medium as well as what we can expect as
photographers in the future. It's a wild ride ahead!
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Kris Anderson:

Brisbane theatre and performance photographer Kris Anderson has a knack for creating rich
storytelling images. A long time performer and musician, Kris primarily photographs advertising
and production images for theatre companies, as well as dance images and actor headshots.
A Master Photographer with the AIPP, Kris’ illustrative work is instantly recognisable, tapping in
to dark, emotive themes of everyday life that resonate with everyone. His illustrative
compositions have earned Gold awards at state, national and international levels. In 2017 he
earned the title of AIPP Australian Professional Illustrative Photographer of the Year, as well as
being named the AIPP Queensland Professional Illustrative Photographer of the Year for the
second time

Peter Mitchson:
My passion is life as we
see it every day and I like
nothing better than
wandering the streets of
cities and taking photos of
anything that interests
me. I have photographed
in cities in Italy and
Argentina as well as
capital and other cities in
Australia.
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I have never had a desire
to become a professional
photographer. My passion
is what is colloquially
called street photography
so I have a keen interest
in the subject I am about
to talk about.

Appendix 1.
Bob Britcher, in response to a request from John Blessas…

SOME PERSONAL POINTS OF VIEW.
INCLUDES ISSUES ABOUT MONITORS & CALLIBRATORS & HOW TO ACHIEVE
BETTER OUTCOMES WHEN VIEWING AUTHORS ART AS A PRINT &/OR PDI.
How many of the Panel feel concerned about issues they observe during a Critique? How many
try to think through ways of how we as a Group can improve those issues? For your consideration
the following are some issues to consider for better outcomes.
Judges changing their opinion about the Award they give to an Image, after observing how much
better or worse an Image appears to be on a Club Screen or Print Box, in comparison to how it
looked when they made their Adjudication in their own Home Environment, is one of the issues
that crops up too often in relation to Critiques from Members of the Judging Panel.
How many on the Panel [include Members and Administrators of Clubs] realise that the more
economical products of TVs, Laptops, Projectors, Monitors used very innocently by most for
viewing & editing Digital Files [include Normal Room Lighting for viewing their Competition Prints]
are not ideal methods for appraising, adjudicating, & producing Significant Outputs.
I feel that if we desire to share our knowledge and opinion as a Member of the PSQ Judging Panel
and be respected for our efforts, or as Members who compete with their Images desire more
consistent results, each individual should endeavour to ensure that their own set-up is suitable for
the task they endeavour to perform. The INTERNATIONAL COLOUR CONSORTIUM [ICC] have
provided a standard to which the manufacturers of Calibrators are obliged to match so that their
Products meet a preferred Standard Internationally ... Some Brands have Products with varying
levels of sophistication ... For example most are capable of Calibrating a Monitor and a Projector
to a basic acceptable level, but the more expensive ones also include the added abilities of
Calibrating for a Broader Colour Palette, adjustments for the Ambient Light in the room where the
Monitor/Projector is viewed, as well as scanning the Output of your Prints to achieve a set
Standard ... For Prints a Special Viewing Box with lighting that produces correct luminance &
colour balance is required for consistency ... It is that Level of Quality which needs to be adopted
across all environments to maintain that consistency ... Otherwise how can we expect audiences
to respect ones efforts or decisions?
To be capable of doing that, individual Club Members and Members of the Judging Panel also need
to use Equipment that is capable of meeting the standards that the tasks we all endeavour to
achieve demands ... These days many Clubs are using High Definition Projectors & Screens ... To
match that capability, at least the Accredited Judges as individuals need to use Monitors with a
quality similar for example to those provided by the NEC & Eizo Brands ... If you can afford it a
popular Photographic Industry Standard is the current bunch of Eizo Colour Edge monitors, which
incidentally have Calibrators built into them ... They are not cheap but they are of a size that
enables one to view an Image at the Native size that each club requires for their particular set-up.
Jpegs with Pixel Dimensions of 1400x1050 – 1440x1080 - 1800x1200 – 1920x1080, are the more
popular sizes that clubs use for their PDIs ... Downloading the IRFANVIEW viewing file will provide
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one with an ideal piece of Free Software for always Viewing Images at 100% ... When viewing &
adjudicating PDI Images submitted for Critiques, they should only be viewed at 100% ... If a PDI
Image is enlarged bigger than that to Pixel Peep, it will be detrimental to the quality of the Image
and will not be seen in an ideal manner for our considered opinion.
If our ambition to be recognised as knowledgeable & good photographers, drives us to spend large
sums of money on the Kit of high quality Body, Lenses, Filters, Tripods and so forth to ensure we
make the best Capture our knowledge enables us to achieve, then why not be equally intelligent
and avoid using inferior Products for Editing & Viewing ... Why not aim to use equivalent quality
that helps all of us to Output our Product just as satisfactorily.
As Accredited Judges if we can’t use our knowledge to ensure that our performance of
Adjudicating or Critiquing is equally as good as what we ask the audience to produce, then what is
the value of what we offer and how can we expect respect for what we do offer, if we don’t get
our own act up to a very good standard?
An extra consideration for the Executive is perhaps the potential impact on an Adjudication by
anyone who has been diagnosed as being Colour Blind ... I’m not aware if that has ever been
considered ... Does that preclude a Person from being on the Panel?
Bob Britcher AFIAP AAPS PSQA – August/ September 2018.
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Appendix 2.

Staying ahead of the Pack!
As Judges we are often asked to form opinions on images that we may not understand. In a
considered judgement, when we have time to look beyond immediate impact, sometimes we may
wonder how an image was made. Of course, we must make our assessments based only on the
image and our artistic and emotional response to it. But as the sophistication of photography
manipulation increases, it may be time to look at what others are saying and doing with various
methods.
Accordingly, the Judges Executive would like to offer some links for Judges to explore.
At the Forum, we will canvass whether PSQ Judges would like to “meet” in small groups to discuss
the content of the following subjects. This can be achieved in Brisbane in person, perhaps, and in
rural areas by Skype, perhaps bimonthly. Can you have a think about whether you would like to
join a group? A page for recording your name will be circulated at the Forum if you are interested.
Ray Scott – negative space – (tutorial on ‘how to’ rather than ‘the value of’)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znii36cJUG4
Visual Art Photography – appreciation of negative space and composition.
Ray Scott - creative macro – using focus stacking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Gcf4lyldrU
1st part – setting up. 2nd part – Stacking. It’s not what you see – it’s how you see it.
Ray Scott – Macro – flowers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCewrmSmzNA
Extension tubes – effect on stop values. What we over look in flower ‘form’.
Ray Scott – perspective
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbW6mlITXAw
Changing the perspective by moving your feet and the value of this simple process.
Simon Baxter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0jk-uzTrDU
How and Why I print my photographs. Very ‘conversational’ commentary. Well worth viewing
complete presentation – there are so many ‘printing truths’ in what Simon says.
Mandy Rogers Horton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uAcwvyNK2Us&list=PLqsfk-9bpE-DkxNzawg22nF55-L789a9J
A great link to a series of 16 discussions. This series covers many aspects of looking at art,
refreshingly, from a modern, informed person with a wonderful genre- specific vocabulary.
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